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issues raised. The exposure of one party in a marriage to
a loathsome or dangerous disease is a ground for a declara-
tion of nullity, unless the full risk assumed was known
and accepted. A medical certificate of complete recovery
will not reilmove tlhis, though it may protect from a claim for
damages or aliment. If the risk is not fully realized until
after m-arriage, nullity may still be declared. In view of
the difficulty of giving an explanation sufficiently full and
detailed to any woman not medically trained, Heller thinks
the protection to be got by confession, as a rule, illusory,
and as such a confession would in many cases lead to
breach of engagement, he urges that it is inadvisable. It
is indi'vidually inadvisable, even if the marriage is com-
pleted, because the husband lhas furnished a cause of
domestic strife always to his disadvantage. It would con-
stitute, lhe thinks, a national danger in Germany, in view
of the rapidly declining birth-rate. Heller makes the
appalling statement, which we have seen elsewhere, that
in the large towns of Germany 80 per cent. of young men
over 27 have suffered from gonorrhoea, and that in some
classes (students, merchants, and officers) the rate rises to
over 95 per cent. In English law, exposure of the wife to
undeclared venereal disease may, as " cruelty," be urged
as a cause of divorce.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
DR. W. C. BOSANQUET has written a small monograph on
Spirochaetes 1 which affords a short but lucid account of
present ideas in regard to these organisms. Although
hardly to be regarded as an authoritative pronouncement
on the subject, it yet displays a commendable judgement
on the part of the author in dealing with a voluminous
mass of scattered and not infrequently discordant obser-
vations. In most cases no attempt has been made to
reconcile conflicting opinions, the author contenting
himself with a plain exposition of the views on either
side. Most questions, indeed, relating to spirochaetes
bristle with difficulties, and the success with which Dr.
Bosanquet has tackled them within such a small compass
is to be hiighly praised. The first section of the book is
general in character, dealing with the morphology,
development, pathogenicity, and classiflcation of the
group as a whole; wlhile the second section is devoted to
short, systematic accounts of all the known species,
pathogenic and otherwise, and there is added a carefully
compiled bibliography comprising upwards of 600 entries.
On the question of the biological relations of the spiro-
chaetes Dr. Bosanquet maintains a non-committal attittude,
although he certainly shows an iuclination to admit the
bacterial affinities of the smaller spirochaetes. He also
views with doubt the existence of the so-called undulating
membranie. In connexion with the mode of development
of thesc organisms, he adds some interesting observations
on Sp. aino(lontac which seem to suggest that this species
miiay multiply by breaking up into a number of coccoid
bodies. In dealing with the individlual species the autlhor
lhas givel exact measurements of the various forms, and
lhas described their morphological characters in a brief
btut satisfactory manner.

There arc mnany perlsons who think that a knowledge
of a languiage cain be ac(luiredimore easily by a special
method than by learninig it in the ortlhodox imanner, and wNe
assume thdt this belief is respoinsible for the -multiplicity
and variety of " systems " of learning foreign langLiages,
A somewhat novel methocl of nmastering the German
tongue has beeni suiggested by Mr1. B. LEWIS. The idea
whiclh pervades hiis M1ledical Vcade ,MeCC7lm1.2 is that by
giving clinical lectures andl other miiaterial in botlh Englissh
and Germiian time reader will become well acquaintedl witl
the vocabulary of each. A dictionary is held to be super-
fluous, and the student is to learn his German or English
vocabulary from readinig clinical lectures in a known as
well as in an unknown tongue. The book cannot even be
regarded as a useful "crib," since the articles translated,
although interesting and good from a scientific poinlt of
view, are not of much literary merit. The German
appears to be the original, but we are informed in an
introduction that the text was prepared specially to
admit of literal translation, and is therefore indifferent
German-and the English is no better.
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When a writer essays to instruct the public on well.
worn topics it is essential that he have something original
to say, or that he can write in a manner which compels
attention. Dr. BERNARD MYERS has attemptej such a
task in T'he Letters of a Professional 3lan,n and, excellent
as is the scope of the little book, it m1ust be confessed that
whilst the opinions expressed are unexceptionable, they
are not novel, and too often the manner of their expression
is neither concise nor convincing.

For an elementary book suitable for young people Talks
on Health and Temlperance 4 iS marked by moderation and
good sense. The sections on elementary physiology and
food are lucid and practical, those on alcohol and in-
temperance well-balanced and fair', and the concluding
section on the care of the body helpful and intelligent.
There are many explanatory plates and diagrams, and
both the scheme of the book and the manner in which it
is carried out are excellent. -

Under the somewhat misleading title of Science ani-d the
Crimninal S Mr. C. AINSWORTH MITCHELL, known to the
magazine reading public as the author of numerous
articles on various branches of science, has written a
readable and, in parts, interesting description of some of
the ways in which scientific methods have been applied
by the malefactor in his conflict with society on the one
hand and on the other by society to bring the criminal to
book. We say "misleading " because to scientifle men
the title of the work would, we imagine, suggest rather
an expose of the results of scientific inquiry into the
criminal in his ethnological, sociological, anthropo-
metrical, and psychological aspects; whereas this book
is concerned entirely with matters appertaining to
evidence at trials and the detection of criminals, suclh
as finger-prints, handwriting, invisible inks, forged
documents, blood tests, the effects and detection of
poisonings, etc. To the lay public, always 'interested in
such matters as these, this book will doubtless appeal
successfuilly, and in justice to the author it inust be
admitted that when scientific facts are discussed they are
described with precision and absence of bias and after a
careful sertutiny of all related facts.

The publications of the medical department of the Royal
Prussian Ministry of War, dealing with matters connected
with the health of the army, are neat little booklets con-
taining useful information. The volumes before us are
Nos. 47 and 48.6 No. 47 gives an excellent general and
special description of the " Konigliche Hauptsanitiitsdepot
in Berlin," the head quarters of the Army Medical Corps.
No. 48 contains an article by Professor Krause andl
Dr. Landgraf on beta-naphthalinsulphonic acid and acid
sulpho-salicylate of sodium as a reagent for albumen in
ulrine for use by medical offleers in the field. Attached to
this article are reports by chemists. It appears that
while the reagent has advantages for field service, it is not
a pure indicator for albumeni. The conclusion is that,
provided the sources of error are recognized, the test can
be recomnlended. These ptublications will be foulinl
valuable by military surgeons.

Mr. J. F. WESTON'S Elem)tentaryEJxpciiRleri tCl1 Chl em ist-y 7
is initended as a guide fori beginners. Coniniencing wNith
the simnplest experiments, such as the preparatioin of
solutions and the investigationi of their lnature, the student
is ledl by orderly steps to simple quantitative operations-.
The directions are adequate and clear, but niot so copious
as to leave lnothing to be supplied by tlle exercise of the
stuident's own faculties. The autlhor is at the hea(d of the
chemnical department of olne of the large Lon(lon l)oly-
technics, an(d the book is admirably suited for teachlinig
the rudiments of the subject, in a scientific and not a
miiechanical manner, to students attending classes suchi as
are provided in these institutions.
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